Hello,

Ondrej
and I optimize websites
my name is

at House of Řezáč.

I can...

I can not...

Optimize web sites and services.
Design and create responsive websites with
great user experience.
Create back-end heavy admin system.
Collaborate in team.
Learn new things with ease and enthusiasm.
Work with these: UX, GA, PHP, GIT, SASS,
MySQL, Grunt, JavaScript, HTML5, CSS3, jQuery,
Bootstrap, OOP...

Keep feedback and opinions just for myself.
Create an elaborate graphic design.
Work nine-to- ve every day a week. (It's just not
e ective.)
Sing, but I can play ukulele. Almost three
chords.

Selected works
House of Řezáč www.houseofrezac.com
Currently I am part of Czech web design agency working on many projects. Check us out at
houseofrezac.com!

Nostis www.nostis.org
First MOOC platform in Czech Republic made for NGO Nugis Finem. I have designed the user
interactions, developped and tested the website. (Shortly, everything except the graphic part.
Yey for unicorns!)

Hirex www.hirex.cz
Tiny webstie for human resources agency with CMS for new positions. Polished and tested for
highest usability and best user experience for visitors.

University e-bulletin board www.nastenka.pf.upol.cz
Throughout my bachelor thesis, I have gathered a lot of knowledge about law students in
Olomouc. And one of their biggest problems was communication with teacher. So we got
together with our NGO and University and created a new and properly designed web
application.

Skills
Web analytics and optimization
Web Development (HTML, CSS, JavaScript, PHP)
People & Team Skills
User Experience Design
Besides various programming languages I speak uently Czech, English, basic Spanish. And I can
say "cheers" in many, many other languages.

Education
University of Southern Denmark
I have nished IT Product Design at University of Southern Denmark. I learned about
participatory design & innovation, research methods and self-re ection. My thesis was about
MOOC Retention Rate and Motivation.

Brno University of Technology
I have a bachelor degree in information technology from Faculty of Information Technology. My
bachelor thesis was focused on user experience in web design (in Czech only).

TEI of Crete
Erasmus studies of information technology in Greece.

Contact
hello@ondrejhenek.cz
Want to meet? I live in Brno.
linkedin.com/in/ondrejhenek

